
Donald Slaven


From: Donald Slaven


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 4:13 PM


To: neil.jacobs@noaa.gov


Subject: NOAA Directors Capitulate to King Trump


Dear Dr. Jacobs:


As I begin investigating the "public employees" who currently manage NOAA  on behalf of U.S. Citizens, I am


immediately shocked to see that at this point you appear to be the in-charge of a SCIENCE BASED agency, that has


now capitulated and offered an empty political defense of Donald Trump in his shocking weekend show over Hurricane


Dorian!


At 71 years old, I am also shocked to see that there are still very smart scientists/administrators out there, who will sell


their souls and destroy the spirit and work of thousands of Federal Government Scientists and workers, all to protect the


image of a Buffoon President.


Your background in surfing, science and weather is very interesting, but right here in Orange County California we just got


rid of former Congressman Dana Rohrabacher (the so called "Surfing Congressman") who left office branded as "Putin's


Favorite Congressman."  It appears that you are responsible for the "supporting Trump memo" that came out from our


"Public Agency NOAA."  I've been surfing since 1960 and I still see plenty of "surfers" that should just be classified as


dumb Red-Neck Surfers with little or no knowledge of their shared world.


I've attached below a letter I've just sent to my California representatives with demands that this  Trump / NOAA


"Sharpie-Gate" be fully investigated.


Sell out to 1 ,000 years of science.


Donald Slaven        

===================================================================================


9-9-19


Subject:  NOAA Political Theater with the Executive Branch over Citizen Safety


The recent weekend capitulation of Senior NOAA Directors to support the most recent embarrassing

power grab by Donald Trump over false statements regarding Hurricane Dorian, must be

investigated!!


How much longer is Donald Trump going to attempt personal control over all aspects of our

democracy without any CHECKS??


Here we have a public Federal agency supposedly based on SCIENCE, with public employed

scientists, being second guessed to save further embarrassment to Donald Trump!!


These NOAA sheep directors should be called before Congress, and resignations demanded!!


Donald Slaven   
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Donald Slaven   

CC:  Senator Diane Feinstein


        Senator Kamala Harris


        Congressman Harley Rouda
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